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Abstract—In this paper, we study a new type of spatial crowdsourcing, namely competitive detour tasking, where workers can make

detours from their original travel paths to perform multiple tasks, and each worker is allowed to compete for preferred tasks by

strategically claiming his/her detour costs. The objective is to make suitable task assignment by maximizing the social welfare of

crowdsourcing systems and protecting workers’ private sensitive information. We first model the task assignment problem as a reverse

auction process. We formalize the winning bid selection of reverse auction as an n-to-one weighted bipartite graph matching problem

with multiple 0-1 knapsack constraints. Since this problem is NP-hard, we design an approximation algorithm to select winning bids and

determine corresponding payments. Based on this, a Secure Reverse Auction (SRA) protocol is proposed for this novel spatial

crowdsourcing. We analyze the approximation performance of the proposed protocol and prove that it has some desired properties,

including truthfulness, individual rationality, computational efficiency, and security. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

theoretically provable secure auction protocol for spatial crowdsourcing systems. In addition, we also conduct extensive simulations on

a real trace to verify the performance of the proposed protocol.

Index Terms—Privacy, reverse auction, spatial crowdsourcing, task assignment
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1 INTRODUCTION

T HE prevalence of smart mobile devices and ubiquitous
wireless networks have resulted in the emergence of

a new crowdsourcing paradigm, called spatial crowdso-
urcing [1], [2], [3]. A typical spatial crowdsourcing system
consists of a crowd of workers and a platform on the cloud.
The platform will publicize a variety of location-relative
spatial tasks. Workers can physically move to these loca-
tions to perform the corresponding spatial tasks. Since spa-
tial crowdsourcing can accomplish plenty of spatial tasks
that individual users cannot cope with, it has stimulated
many commercial applications in practice, such as Gigwalk,
Waze and Uber.

An important research problem in spatial crowdsourc-
ing is to assign spatial tasks to suitable workers [4].
Existing solutions to this problem can be generally
divided into two categories according to the underlying
task publishing modes: worker selected tasks (WST) [5]
and server assigned tasks (SAT) [6], [7], [8], [9]. In WST
mode, workers can choose any task according to their
preferences (e.g., choosing the closest task), which does
not necessarily coincide with the objective of the crowd-
sourcing platform (e.g., maximizing the total number of
completed tasks). This weakness can be overcome by the
SAT mode in which the platform knows all workers’
data, and therefore, can assign to workers suitable tasks
while achieving its own objective.

In this paper, we investigate task assignment in the
SAT model, where a novel task setting, namely competi-
tive detour tasking, is considered. Specifically, each worker
has a travel path (e.g., the path from home to office) and
is willing to detour from the path to perform some tasks
nearby. He/she competes for his/her preferred tasks by
strategically claiming his/her detour cost. The platform
assigns workers to tasks according to their quotations
and pays them some rewards to compensate for their
detour costs. This task setting has two advantages when
compared with traditional ones. First, workers are not
constrained to perform tasks that are close to their cur-
rent locations. Instead, they can choose distant tasks as
long as the detour cost could be tolerated. Second, tasks
can be solved in a cost-effective way due to the free quo-
tation of users and the competition among their quota-
tions. Therefore, it is useful in practice and can be
applied to ridesharing [10], destination-aware spatial
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crowdsourcing [11], noise pollution monitoring and
roadside advertisement collection.

Fig. 1 shows an example of competitive detour tasking.
There are two riders and each requests a ridesharing task
with a specific budget (e.g., $10 for task s1 and $15 for task
s2) in the crowdsourcing platform. Two drivers (i.e., work-
ers) move along their travel paths (denoted by solid lines)
but they can make detours (denoted by dotted lines) to pick
riders up at specified locations. Driver u1 finds the destina-
tions of s1 and s2 (i.e., A and B, respectively) are both in
his/her travel path but s1 is in a crowded street, so he/she
asks for a high detour cost say $10 for s1 and a normal
detour cost say $8 for s2 based on his/her true travel cost
and expected profit. On the other hand, only s1’s destination
is in the travel path of u2, so u2 is eager to perform s1 with a
competitive detour cost say $5. Since u2’s quotation is lower
than u1’s, the platform selects u2 to perform s1 and assigns
s2 to u1. Clearly, the total income of the platform is
$10þ $15 ¼ $25 and the total expenditure is $5þ $8 ¼ $13,
making a profit of $12. If the platform adopts the conven-
tional distance-first task setting, then both s1 and s2 will be
assigned to u1. In this case, the expenditure increases to
$10þ $8 ¼ $18, so the profit becomes $7.

Compared to previous task assignment studies, the hard-
ness of competitive detour tasking problem lies in the fol-
lowing two aspects. First, every worker in this problem
setting may make multiple detours to perform different
tasks but the accumulative detour distance budget is
bounded. As a result, the whole task assignment involves a
combinatorial optimization problem that combines n-to-one
weighted bipartite graph matching and multiple 0-1 knap-
sack constraints, which is not a trivial bipartite graph
matching problem. Second, since workers are allowed to
compete for their preferred tasks, designing truthful auction
mechanism is one of the most efficient ways to solve this
problem. However, the detour costs claimed by workers are
sensitive in our problem setting, and should be kept secret
in the auction design. This is because a malicious worker
can always win an order by deliberately asking for a price
lower than other quotations, so honest workers have no
chance to perform tasks. Although many auction-based task
assignment mechanisms have been proposed for crowd-
sourcing systems [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], none of them can
protect the quotations of workers from being disclosed. On
the other hand, although there have been some studies on
privacy-preserving task assignment for spatial crowdsourc-
ing [17], [18], [19], they mainly focus on the location privacy,
which cannot be applied to our problem setting.

To this end, we propose a Secure Reverse Auction (SRA)
protocol to address the above challenges. More specifically,
we let the platform conduct the task assignment periodi-
cally. Each round of task assignment is formalized as a
reverse auction process, which includes a secure winning
bid selection problem and a payment computation problem.
Since winning bid selection is NP-hard, we propose an
approximation algorithm to select winning bids and deter-
mine the payments, in which homomorphic encryption is
adopted to protect workers’ bids (i.e., the detour cost
claimed by workers) from being revealed to others. The
major contributions in this work are summarized as follows:

1) We transform the problem of competitive detour
tasking in spatial crowdsourcing into the problem of
designing a secure reverse auction protocol, includ-
ing secure winning bid selection and secure payment
computation. Moreover, the winning bid selection
is formalized as an n-to-one weighted bipartite
graph matching problem with multiple 0-1 knapsack
constraints.

2) We prove that the secure winning bid selection prob-
lem is NP-hard, and design a greedy algorithm to
select winning bids, by which the SRA protocol can
achieve an approximately optimal task assignment
solution. We analyze the approximation ratio, and
demonstrate that it is an urgent bound.

3) We design the secure payment computation algo-
rithm for the SRA protocol and prove that it makes
SRA have the properties of truthfulness and individ-
ual rationality, that is, all workers will rationally
compete for tasks with their true costs.

4) We prove that the SRA protocol is efficient and
secure. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
theoretically provable secure auction protocol for
spatial crowdsourcing.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
introduce models, problem, and preliminary in Section 2.
The SRA protocol is proposed in Section 3. The theoretical
analysis is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we evaluate
the performances of SRA. After reviewing the related work
in Section 6, we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 MODEL AND PROBLEM

2.1 System Model

We consider a typical spatial crowdsourcing system. First,
there is a platform receiving spatial tasks from crowdsourc-
ing service requesters. A spatial task is defined as follows:

Definition 2.1 (Spatial Task). A spatial task, or a task for

short, is denoted by a triple sj ¼def hljaj; eji, where lj is the loca-
tion in a 2D space where sj needs to be performed, aj is the type
of sj, e.g., taking photos, and ej is the reward that the requester
of sj is willing to pay to the platform.

Second, the spatial crowdsourcing system also includes a
crowd of mobile workers who can detour from their original
paths to perform some spatial tasks using their smart-
phones. If a worker is ready to perform some spatial tasks,
it will send its state information to the platform. Each
worker can be identified by its state information:

Fig. 1. Example of competitive detour tasking.
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Definition 2.2 (Crowd Worker). A crowd worker, or a wor-
ker for short, is denoted by a triple ui ¼def hLi, Ai, dii, where Li

is the shortest path from his/her current location to his/her des-
tination, Ai is the set of task types that he/she can deal with,
and di is the largest accumulative distance that he/she is willing
to detour for performing tasks, called detour distance budget.

Moreover, we use S and U to denote the sets of tasks and
workers, respectively. Besides, we define another two nota-
tions: detour distance and performable task, as follows.

Definition 2.3 (Detour Distance). The detour distance dij
is the extra travel distance that worker ui detours from his/her
path Li to perform task sj.

Definition 2.4 (Performable Task). A task sj is a perform-
able task of worker ui if ui can deal with this task and the
detour distance is not larger than the detour distance budget.
Denote the set of performable tasks of ui as Si. Then, it satisfies
Si¼fsjjaj2Ai; dij�di; sj2Sg.
Finally, the spatial crowdsourcing system adopts a peri-

odical task assignment model, defined as follows:

Definition 2.5 (Periodical Task Assignment Model). The
platform continuously receives tasks and periodically assigns
them to workers. If a task is not assigned in the current task
assignment round, it will be handled in later rounds. Each
worker can perform one or more tasks as long as the total detour
distance is not larger than his/her budget.

Remark: Clearly, the detour distance for a task sj can be
easily decided at runtime. However, it is hard to estimate
dij at the start of each round of task assignment, because
worker ui cannot know his/her location in the future (not-
ing that he/she will travel to different places to perform
other tasks assigned to him/her). To facilitate later discus-
sion, we first consider the detour distance in the worst case,
where ui goes back to his/her original path after completing
a task. Here, the original path refers to the path from his/
her current location (at the start of one round of task assign-
ment) to his/her destination. It is clear that the detour dis-
tance estimated in this way is always larger than the one in
practice, as ui can always follow a shorter path to his/her
destination if there exists one. Based on the detour distance
in the worst case, our algorithms can be presented much
more clearly as this distance is a constant in this circum-
stance. However, it should be noted that our algorithms can
also work well in practice where the detour distance is not a
constant (as it will change according to ui’s location). As
will be discussed later, we only need to ensure the accumu-
lative detour distance is not larger than the detour distance
budget, that is, it does not matter whether the detour dis-
tance is a constant or not.

2.2 Security Model

In the course of task assignment, we need to protect each
worker’s private sensitive information from being revealed
to the platform or to other workers. For this privacy-pre-
serving issue, we adopt the well-known and widely-used
semi-honest security model [20]. In this model, each partici-
pator will follow the whole task assignment protocol, show-
ing the honest aspect. On the other hand, the participator

will also try to derive the extra information from the
received data, showing the dishonest aspect. The semi-hon-
est model is reasonable since each participator is generally
willing to follow the protocol so as to benefit from the task
assignment. The privacy under the semi-honest model can
formally be defined as follows:

Definition 2.6 (Privacy under Semi-honest Model). [20]]
Suppose that Fðx0; x1; . . . ; xnÞ¼ðF 0;F 1; . . . ;F nÞ is a func-
tionality computed by nþ 1 parties jointly, where xi and F i

are the input and output of the ith party (0 � i � n, where
i ¼ 0 represents the platform and 1 � i � n represents n work-
ers), both belonging to a prime field Zq. For I ¼fi1; . . . ;
ikg�f0; . . . ; ng, we let FI denote the subsequence
F i1 ; . . . ;F ik . Consider a protocol for computing F . The view of
the ith party during an execution of this protocol, denoted as
VIEWi, is ðxi; y;miÞ where y represents the outcome of the ith
party’s internal coin tosses (i.e., a random integer) and mi rep-
resents the messages that the party has received. In other words,
VIEWi is all the data that the ith party can observe during

the execution of the protocol. Let VIEWI ¼def ðI ; VIEWi1 ;
. . . ; VIEWikÞ. Then, we say that the protocol privately com-
putes F if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm, denoted as
A, such that for every I above

AðI ; ðxi1 ; . . . ; xik ;FIÞÞ ¼
C
VIEWI ; (1)

where ¼C denotes computational indistinguishability.

Eq. (1) asserts that the view of each party in I can be effi-
ciently simulated based solely on its inputs and outputs. In
other words, it cannot derive extra information during the
execution of the protocol. In addition, a semi-honest third
party is introduced into the crowdsourcing model to assist
the platform and workers to complete the task assignment,
whose defined as follows:

Definition 2.7 (Semi-honest Agent). A semi-honest agent is
a third party that works in the semi-honest model and provides
the service of encryption key generation and some auxiliary
computations for the crowdsourcing system.

Remark: In practice, many public key infrastructures can
serve as the semi-honest agent. As a well-known service pro-
vider, the agent typically does not collude with either the
platform or the workers. This fact has been widely-used in
many other secure computation systems, e.g., [20], [21], [22].

2.3 Problem Formalization

In the spatial crowdsourcing system, the platform conducts
the task assignment through the manner of reverse auction.
Specifically, the platform acts as the auctioneer, and the
workers are seen as the sellers of service of performing
tasks, as shown in Fig. 2. First, the platform publicizes all
tasks in S to the workers in U. Then, each worker submits
the tasks that it can deal with and the corresponding bids
(i.e., the claimed detour costs) to the platform. According to
these bids, the platform determines the winning bids and
computes the payments for winners, based on which the
platform conducts the task assignment and pays the
rewards. Meanwhile, the agent helps to protect all workers’
true costs from being revealed. The whole auction process
mainly involves two key problems: the Secure Winning Bid
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Selection (SWBS) problem and the Secure Payment Compu-
tation (SPC) problem, which are formalized as follows.

First, we define four basic notations for the auction:

Definition 2.8 (True Cost, Bid, Winning Bid, and Pay-
ment). If a worker ui2U performs a task sj2S, he/she will
result in a true (detour) cost, denoted by cij. When ui wants
to compete for performing sj in the auction, he/she will submit
a bid, denoted by bij, which is a claimed cost. Since ui might
manipulate the claimed cost, bij is not necessarily equal to cij.
When ui wins task sj in the auction by using the bid bij, we say
that bij is a winning bid. Accordingly, for the winning bid bij,
the platform will determine a payment, i.e., the amount of
money given to ui for performing the task, denoted by pij. We
denote all bids, winning bids, and payments as three sets B, ~B,
and P, respectively. Moreover, cij; bij; pij 2 Zq, where q is a
prime and Zq is a field. Additionally, we let ri¼

P
sj2S pij and

r¼P
ui2U ri.

Remark: In this paper, the values of cij, bij, and pij are the
private sensitive information of worker ui, which will be
protected from being revealed in the whole auction process.
~B is the set of winning bids. If bij2 ~B, it means that bij wins
the auction and sj will be assigned to ui. Thus, ~B can also be
seen as the solution of the task assignment problem.

Second, the optimization objective of SWBS is to maxi-
mize the social welfare, defined as follows.

Definition 2.9 (Social Welfare). The social welfare is the
total profit of the whole spatial crowdsourcing system. Let ~B be
the set of winning bids. Then, social welfare is denoted as:

Fð~BÞ ¼def
X
bij2~B
ðej�cijÞ: (2)

Remark: Here, if worker ui wins task sj in the auction, the
social welfare includes not only the profit of the platform, but
also the profit of the worker, i.e., ej�cij¼ðej�pijÞþðpij�cijÞ.
In practice, the platform andworkersmight share their profits
with the agent as the reward of security service. Here, we just
ignore the profit sharing for simplicity, since it will not affect
the correctness of our task assignment protocol.

Third, based on the above concepts, we can formalize the
SWBS problem as follows.

Definition 2.10 (The SWBS Problem).

Maximize :
X
bij2~B
ðej�cijÞ ¼

X
bij2~B
ðej�bijÞ

¼
X
sj2S

X
ui2U
ðej�bijÞxij

(3)

Subject to :
X
ui2U

xij � 1; sj2S; xij2f0; 1g (4)

X
sj2Si

dijxij�di; ui2U; xij2f0; 1g (5)

Security : Eq. 1 holds: (6)

Here, xij¼1 indicates that bid bij wins the auction and task sj
will be assigned to worker ui, i.e., bij2 ~B. Otherwise, if xij¼0,
sj will not be assigned to ui and bij 62 ~B. Eq. (4) indicates that
each task can be assigned to at most one worker and Eq. (5)
means that the total detour distance of each worker is not larger
than its budget.

Remarks: Our task assignment protocol, i.e., SRA, is a
truthful reverse auction protocol, which means that all
workers will always submit the true costs as their bids dur-
ing the whole auction process. Hence, when discussing the
winning bid selection problem, we can directly assume
bij¼cij. Then, the optimization objective of the SWBS prob-
lem is maximizing the social welfare of the whole system, as
shown in Eq. (3). In Section 4, we will prove the truthfulness
of SRA, which implies that this assumption holds.

Next, the SPC problem is defined as follows:

Definition 2.11 (The SPC Problem). The SPC problem is
how to determine the payment for each winner so that the whole
auction protocol satisfies truthfulness and the individual ratio-
nality and the worker’s true cost values will not be disclosed to
others.

The concepts of truthfulness and individual rationality
are defined as follows:

Definition 2.12 (Truthfulness). Let b be an arbitrary bid for
worker ui that wins the task sj, and pijðbÞ is the corresponding
payment determined by the payment computation algorithm of
an auction protocol. Then, if

pijðbÞ�cij�pij�cij; (7)

then the auction protocol is truthful. Here, the payment is seen
as a function about the bid, and pij is the payment when ui

claims its true cost as its bid, i.e., pij¼pijðcijÞ.
Definition 2.13 (Individual Rationality). For each winning

bid bij, if the corresponding payoff is nonnegative, i.e.,

pij�cij�0; (8)

then the auction protocol satisfies individual rationality.

Remarks: In Definition 2.12, Eq. (7) can guarantee that
each worker claims its cost truthfully, since an untruthful
bid will lead to a worse payoff. In Definition 2.13, Eq. (8)
shows that each worker can receive a nonnegative payoff if
it participates in the auction.

In addition, the whole reverse auction protocol needs to
meet the property of computation and communication effi-
ciency, defined as follows:

Definition 2.14 (Computation and Communication
Efficiency). Each round of reverse auction process can

Fig. 2. Privacy-preserving reverse auction model.
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terminate in a polynomial time with a polynomial communica-
tion overhead.

2.4 Preliminary

From the definitions presented in the last section, task
assignment through reverse auction mainly involves two
basic arithmetic operations: addition and multiplication. To
protect sensitive data and enable direct computation, we
employ homomorphic encryption to encrypt sensitive data.
Note that, in this scheme all kinds of data including real
numbers (e.g., bid and payment) are transformed into inte-
gers in some prime field.

Definition 2.15 (Homomorphic Encryption). A homomor-
phic encryption scheme is a public-key cryptosystem with such a
homomorphic property that the “addition” operation can be
applied to the encrypted data without decrypting them. Let Zq be
a prime field, � and � be the multiplication and addition opera-
tions in this field, i.e., x� y ¼defxy mod q and x� y ¼def xþ y mod q

for 8x; y2Zq. Then, the homomorphic encryption scheme
satisfies:

E½m1	�E½m2	¼E½m1�m2	; (9)

where m1;m22Zq are two plaintexts, and E½
	 is the homo-
morphic encryption operation.

Remarks: Eq. (9) shows that when multiplying the homo-
morphic encrypted ciphertexts of two messages, we can
directly get the ciphertext of the addition of them. In this
paper, we adopt the well-known Paillier cryptosystem [23]
for this encryption scheme. To facilitate later discussion, for
a set of values M, we let E½M	 ¼ fE½m	jm 2Mg, that is, the
encryption operation is performed on every element
m 2M. Therefore, E½M	 is a set of encrypted values.

For ease of reference, we list main notations in Table 1.

3 THE SRA PROTOCOL

In this section, we propose the SRA protocol to solve the
task assignment problem in our spatial crowdsourcing sys-
tem. The SRA protocol mainly includes two algorithms: the
Secure Winning Bid Selection (SWBS) algorithm and the
Secure Payment Computation (SPC) algorithm. SWBS
securely determines the winning bids, each of which corre-
sponds to a task assignment. SPC determines the payment
for each winning bid. First, we analyze the complexity of
the task assignment problem. Then, we propose SWBS and
SPC as the building blocks. Next, based on the algorithms,
we design the SRA protocol by using the homogeneous
encryption techniques. Finally, we demonstrate the execu-
tion of this protocol through an example.

3.1 Problem Hardness Analysis

First, we analyze the complexity of the SWBS problem:

Theorem 3.1. The SWBS problem is NP-hard.

Proof. We consider a special case of the SWBS problem,
where there is only one worker totally, i.e., jUj¼1. Without
loss of generality, we let theworker be ui. Then, this special
problem is determining a subset of tasks S0�Si so as to
maximize

P
sj2S0ðej�cijÞ, while ensuring

P
sj2S0 dij�di.

This is equivalent to the 0-1 knapsack problem: given a set

of items Si, each item has a value ej�cij and a weight dij,

determining a subset of items to maximize the total value,

while ensuring the total weight is not larger than a budget

di. This is a well-known NP-hard problem, so the special
SWBS problem is also NP-hard. Consequently, the general

SWBS problem is at least NP-hard. tu
Remark: In the SWBS problem, each constraint of detour

distance budget (i.e., Eq. (5)) can be seen as a 0-1 knapsack
constraint. The whole problem can be modeled as an n-to-
one weighted bipartite graph matching problem with multi-
ple 0-1 knapsack constraints.

3.2 Winning Bid Selection

Due to the NP-hardness of the task assignment problem,
we design the Secure Winning Bid Selection (SWBS) algo-
rithm to determine the winning bids. In order to maxi-
mize the social welfare, SWBS greedily selects the bid
from B that can produce the largest profit under the con-
straints of detour distance budgets, until no bids can be
selected.

Before the winning bid selection, we construct a weig-
hted bipartite graph, defined as follows:

Definition 3.2 (Bipartite Graph with Ordered and
Encrypted Edge Weights). G¼fU, S, D, E½W	g is a
weighted bipartite graph, including two separate vertex sets:
worker set U and task set S. In graph G, D¼fdijui2Ug is the
set of worker vertex weights, where di is ui’s detour distance
budget. E½W	¼fE½wij	jui2U; sj2Sg is an ordered set of
encrypted edge weights, in which E½wij	 is the encrypted
weight of edge hui; sji, satisfying

wij ¼def aðej�bijÞþb; (10)

TABLE 1
Description of Major Notations

Variable Description

sj, S, Si the jth task (Def. 2.1), the set of all tasks, the set
of tasks that ui can deal with (Def. 2.4).

ui, U the ith worker (Def. 2.2), and the set of all
workers in the auction.

dij, di detour distance for ui performing sj (Def. 2.3),
the detour distance budget of ui (Def. 2.2).

q, Zq a prime and a prime field (Defs. 2.6, 2.8).
ej, cij the reward for completing task sj (Def. 2.1),

and the true cost for ui performing sj (Def. 2.8).
bij, pij, ri, r the bid of worker ui competing for task sj, the

corresponding payment, the total payment of
ui, and the total payment of all workers (Def.
2.8).

B, ~B, P the sets of all bids, all winning bids, and the
corresponding payments. (Def. 2.8).

E½
	,D½
	 homomorphic encryption function (Def. 2.15)
and decryption function.

G, E½W	 a weighted bipartite graph and an ordered set
of encrypted edge weights (Def. 3.2).

wij, E½wij	 the edge weight and the encrypted edge
weight in graph G (Def. 3.2).

a, b random numbers selected from the prime field
Zq for hiding bids (Def. 3.2).
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E½wij	 ¼ E½ej	a�E½bij	�a�E½b	;
¼ E½aðej�bijÞþb	;

(11)

where a and b are two numbers randomly selected from prime
field Zq, and ej�bij is the profit of worker ui performing task
sj. Moreover, E½wij	 is the edge weight encrypted by homoge-
neous encryption. All E½wij	’s in E½W	 are ranked in the
descending orders of wij.

The SWBS algorithm is conducted on the weighted
bipartite graph G. The SWBS algorithm selects the bids
that have the largest edge weights within the constraints
of detour distance budgets as the winning bids, in turn.
Since E½W	 is ranked in the descending orders of edge
weights, the SWBS algorithm directly lets the bid that cor-
respond to the first element of the sets E½W	 as the win-
ning bid, if the detour distance constraint is not broken.
After each selection, the first element of the set E½W	 will
be removed and the corresponding detour distance bud-
get will also be updated. For example, if bij is selected as
the winning bid by SWBS, the first element E½wij	 will be
removed from E½W	 and the detour distance budget of
worker ui will become di�dij from di. Such selection pro-
cesses will be repeatedly conducted until E½W	 becomes
an empty set. Finally, we will get a set of winning bids as
the result, denoted by ~B.

The detailed SWBS algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. In
Step 1, the solution is initialized. The largest edge weight is
determined in Step 3. If the corresponding task assignment
does not break the constraint of detour distance budget, the
related bid bij is selected as a winning bid in Step 5. Accord-
ingly, the sets of vertices, edges, and weights are updated in
Steps 6-8. Otherwise, if the detour distance constraint is bro-
ken, this weight will be removed in Step 10. When E½W	
becomes an empty set, the algorithm will terminate to pro-
duce the solution.

Algorithm 1. Secure Winning Bid Selection

Input: G¼fU;S;D; E½W	g
Output: E½~B	
1: Initialize: E½~B	 ;;
2: while E½W	 6¼; do
3: E½wij	 the first element in E½W	;
4: if dij�di then
5: E½~B	 E½~B	þfE½bij	g;
6: S S�fsjg;
7: E½W	 E½W	�fE½wij	jui2Ug;
8: di di�dij;
9: else
10: E½W	 E½W	�fE½wij	g;

Remarks: Note that the SWBS algorithm is conducted on
the graph G, where the edge weight and corresponding bid
have been encrypted by homomorphic encryption opera-
tions in advance. Thus, the solution produced by SWBS is
actually a set of encrypted wining bids, i.e., E½~B	, as shown
in Algorithm 1. Despite this, it will not affect the correctness
of the SWBS algorithm. This is because E½bij	2E½~B	 can still
indicate that bij is a winning bid, although we cannot derive
the true value of bij from E½bij	.

Algorithm 2. Secure Payment Computation

Input: G¼fU;S;D; E½W	g, E½~B	
Output: E½P	¼fE½pi�j� 	jE½bi�j� 	2E½~B	g
1: for each E½bi�j� 	2E½~B	 do
2: E½W0	 E½W	�fE½wi�j� 	g;
3: while E½W0	 6¼; do
4: E½wij	 the first element in E½W0	;
5: if dij�di then
6: E½bij	 E½ej	�E½wij	�

1
a�E½b

a
	;

7: if j� ¼j then
8: E½pi�j� 	 E½bij	;
9: break;
10: if i� ¼ i and di�j� > di�dij then
11: E½pi�j� 	 E½ej� 	�E½ej	�1�E½bij	;
12: break;
13: S S�fsjg;
14: E½W0	 E½W0	�fE½wij	jui2Ug;
15: di di�dij;
16: else
17: E½W0	 E½W0	�fE½wij	g;

3.3 Payment Computation

The payment computation algorithm is to determine the pay-
ment for each winning bid, ensuring that each worker hon-
estly claims its true costs. According to the well-known
statement byMyerson [24], in order to guarantee the truthful-
ness, eachwinning bid should be paidwith a critical payment:

Definition 3.3 (Critical Payment). A payment p is said to be
critical value of a bid bij if bid bij can win the auction when
bij�p and bij will lose the auction when bij > p.

According to Definition 3.3, the critical payment of a bid
is equal to the largest bid value that still makes the worker
win the corresponding task in the auction, that is, it is equal
to the smallest bid value by which the worker will lose the
corresponding task in the auction. This value can be deter-
mined by using an alternative bid defined as follows:

Definition 3.4 (Alternative Bid). The alternative bid of a
winning bid bi�j� is such a bid that will replace bi�j� to become a
winning bid when we remove bi�j� from B.
We design the Secure Payment Computation (SPC) algo-

rithm to determine the alternative bid of a winning bid and
compute the corresponding critical payment. Consider a
given weighted bipartite graph G¼fU, S, D, E½W	g and a
winning bid bi�j� 2 ~B, where E½W	 is an ordered set of
encrypted edge weights. Then, SPC determines the corre-
sponding encrypted critical payment E½pi�j� 	 as follows.

First, we consider the winning bid selection without the
bid bi�j� . By removing edge hui� ; sj� i from G, we get a
weighted bipartite graph without bi�j� , denoted by G0:

E½W0	 ¼ E½W	�fE½wi�j� 	g; (12)

G0 ¼ fU;S;D; E½W0	g: (13)

Then, we conduct the greedy winning bid selection algo-
rithm over G0 to get a solution E½~B0	. The alternative bid of
bi�j� must belong to ~B0. We consider two cases: the task sj� is
assigned to another worker ui, or the worker ui� has win
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some tasks so that it has no budget to compete for task sj� .
For the first case, bij� becomes a winning bid in ~B0 and it is
exactly a candidate alternative bid of bi�j� . For the second
case, we assume that bi�j1 , bi�j2 , . . ., bi�jk 2 ~B0 are winning
bids that correspond to worker ui� . Then, there must be a
bid bi�j0 satisfying:

wi�j0 ¼ minfwi�j1 ; . . .; wi�jk :di��
X

wi�jh >wi�j0
di�jh�di�j�g; (14)

bi�j0 ¼ ej0 �
wi�j0 �b

a
: (15)

Here, bi�j0 is exactly another candidate alternative bid of
bi�j� . Moreover, if wij� �wi�j0 , bij� will become the alternative
bid of bi�j� . Otherwise, if wij� < wi�j0 , the alternative bid of
bi�j� will be bi�j0 .

Actually, we can only determine an encrypted alternative
bid for bi�j� and the encrypted critical payment. First, we
determine E½wij� 	 and E½wi�j0 	 after a round of scan in
E½W0P 	. Then, based on E½wij� 	 and E½wi�j0 	, we compute the
encrypted candidate alternative bids and the encrypted crit-
ical payment E½pi�j� 	 as follows:

E½bij� 	 ¼ E½ej� 	�E½wij� 	�
1
a�E½b

a
	; (16)

E½bi�j0 	 ¼ E½ej0 	�E½wi�j0 	�
1
a�E½b

a
	; (17)

E½pi�j� 	 ¼
E½bij� 	; if wij� � wi�j0 ;

E½ej� 	�E½ej0 	�1�E½bi�j0 	; else:

�
(18)

The detailed SPC algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2, and
the solution is denoted by E½P	. For each winning bid bi�j� ,
the weighted bipartite graph G0 is constructed in Step 2.
From Step 3 to 17, the greedy winning bid selection algo-
rithm is conducted over G0. The encrypted candidate alter-
native bid and the corresponding critical payment for the
first case is determined in Steps 7-9. The critical payment
that corresponds to the second candidate alternative bid is
determined in Steps 10-12.

3.4 The Detailed SRA Protocol

We design the SRA protocol based on the SWBS algorithm
(i.e., Algorithm 1) and the SPC algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 2).

In SRA, we introduce a semi-honest agent to provide the
homomorphic encryption service, by which each worker
encrypts his/her bids and uses the encrypted bids to partici-
pate in the auction. The platform applies SWBS to determine
the encrypted winning bids and uses SPC to compute the
encrypted payments. The interactions among the platform,
agent, and workers in the SRA protocol are presented in
Protocol 3 and are also illustrated in Fig. 3.

Protocol 3 The SRA Protocol

Input: Platform: S; Workers: U; Agent: E½
	,D½
	
Output: Platform: r; Workers: frijui2Ug
1: The platform publicizes task set S to the workers in U.
2: The agent creates a pair of public and private keys of homo-

geneous encryption, i.e., E½
	, D½
	, and sends E½
	 to the plat-
form and the workers.

3: After receiving S from the platform and E½
	 from the agent,
each worker ui2U computes the detour distance for each
task in S, and determines the set of performable tasks Si.
For each task sj2Si, ui produces a bid bij and a random
number sij. Next, ui encrypts them to get E½bij	 and E½sij	.
Then, ui sends fhsj; dij; E½bij	; E½sij	ijsj2Sig and the detour
distance budget di to the platform.

4: After receiving encrypted bids from workers, the platform
randomly selects two numbers a, b2Zq, and constructs the
bipartite graphs with encrypted edge weights G¼fU, S, D,
E½W	g, where each encrypted edge weight E½wij	 in E½W	
satisfies Eq. (11). Then, it sends the encrypted edge weights
E½W	 to the agent.

5: When receiving E½W	 from the platform, the agent decrypt
these encrypted edge weights: wij¼D½E½wij		 for each
E½wij	2E½W	. Then, the agent ranks E½W	 in the descending
order of edge weight wij. Finally, the agent sends the
ordered sets E½W	 back to the platform.

6: The platform conducts Algorithms 1 and 2 to produce ~B and
E½P	. If E½bij	2E½~B	, the platform sends xij¼1 to worker ui.
Otherwise, xij¼0 is sent to worker ui. Moreover, the platform
computes E½p0ij	¼E½pij	�E½sij	�1 and sends this hidden
payment to the agent. Finally, the platform sends E½s	¼
�E½pij	2E½P	E½sij	 to the agent.

7: When receiving each encrypted and hidden payment E½p0ij	
and E½s	, the agent decrypts it to get all p0ij and s. Then, it

computes the hidden payment
P

sj2S xijp
0
ij and sends it to

each ui. Each ui gets its payment by computing ri¼P
sj2S xijðp0ij�sijÞ. Moreover, the agent sends the total pay-

ment r¼P
p0ij�s to the platform.

3.5 Example

The key parts of SRA are using Algorithms 1 and 2 to select
winning bids and compute the corresponding payments. To
better understand the two algorithms, we use an example, as
shown in Fig. 4, to illustrate the winning bid selection and
payment computation procedures. The example includes
two tasks and three workers: U¼fu1; u2g and S¼fs1; s2; s3g.
The reward of each task, the encrypted bids, detour distances,
and detour distance budgets of each worker are listed in
Fig. 4a. The corresponding weighted bipartite graph
G¼fU;S;D; E½W	gwith encrypted edge weights is shown in
Fig. 4b, where D¼fd1¼5; d2¼6g and the ordered set of edge
weights is E½W	¼fE½12	; E½10	; E½9	; E½8	; E½6	; E½5	g. Here,
we let a¼1 and b¼0, i.e., E½wij	¼E½ej�bij	, to simplify the

Fig. 3. SRA: Interactions among platform, agent and workers.
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presentation of the example. The winning bid selection and
payment computation are conducted on the graphG:

Winning Bid Selection. The platform determines the win-
ning bids in graph G through three rounds of greedy selec-
tions. In the first round, the platform selects E½b13	 as a
winning bid since E½w13	¼E½12	 is the first element of E½W	,
which implies that w13 is the largest edge weight, and
the detour distance satisfies d13 < d1. After this selection,
edge hu1; s3i is removed from G and the graph becomes
G¼fU;S¼fs1; s2g;D¼fd1¼2; d2¼ 6g; E½W	¼fE½10	; E½8	;
E½6	; E½5	gg. In the second round, E½b21	 is selected as a win-
ning bid since E½w21	¼E½10	 is the first element of E½W	 and
the detour distance satisfies d21 < d2. After that, the graph
becomes G¼fU;S¼fs2g;D¼ fd1¼2; d2¼4g; E½W	¼fE½6	;
E½5	gg. Likewise, in the third round, E½b22	 is selected as a
winning bid. As a result, the winning bids are E½b13	, E½b21	,
E½b22	, and the social welfare is 28.

Payment Computation. To compute the critical payment of
the winning bid b13, we first remove the edge hu1; s3i from
bipartite graph G to get G0 ¼fU; S¼fs1; s2g;D¼fd1¼5; d2¼
6g; E½W	¼fE½10	; E½9	; E½8	; E½6	; E½5	gg. Then, the platform
conducts Algorithm 1 on the graph G0 to get a new solution
E½b21	, E½b23	, E½b12	. Since w23¼9 > 5¼w12, E½b23	 becomes
the alterative bid of E½b13	. Thus, the payment of winning
bid b13 is E½p13	¼E½b23	¼E½11	. Similarly, the payments of
bids b21 and b22 can be computed as E½p21	¼E½b11	¼E½7	
and E½p22	¼E½b12	¼E½5	.

4 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the approximation performance
of SRA. Moreover, we prove that SRA can achieve the
desired properties of truthfulness, individual rationality,
computation and communication efficiency, and security.

4.1 Truthfulness and Individual Rationality

First, we prove that the SRA protocol is truthful, so that each
worker will honestly claim its true costs as the bids. Accord-
ing to Myerson’s theorem [24], an auction protocol is truth-
ful if and only if the two conditions hold: (1) the winning
bid selection is monotonic; (2) each winning bid is paid
with a critical value. Based on this theorem, we analyze the
truthfulness of SRA as follows.

Lemma 4.1. The winning bid selection in Algorithm 1 is mono-
tonic. Specifically, for each worker ui2U and task sj2Si, if ui

wins the task sj by using a bid bij, then a smaller bid b0ij < bij
can still win the auction.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that bij is
selected as a winning bid in the kth loop of Algorithm 1
and let the corresponding encrypted edge weight in
graph G be E½wij	¼E½aðej � bijÞþb	. Now, if worker ui

claims a smaller bid b0ij for task sj, the corresponding
edge weight will become E½w0ij	¼E½aðej � b0ijÞþb	. Since
b0ij < bij, we can get w0ij > wij. According to the greedy
winner selection strategy in Algorithm 1, the edge with
the weight E½w0ij	 will be selected in the kth or an even
earlier iteration. Thus, bid b0ij will still win the auction.
The lemma holds. tu

Lemma 4.2. Algorithm 2 will produce a critical payment pi�j�
for each winning bid bi�j� . If worker ui� claims a bid no larger
than pi�j� for task sj� , ui� will win the task; otherwise, bi�j� will
lose the auction.

Proof. According to the payment computation scheme in
Algorithm 2, the corresponding payment satisfies Eq. (18).
Then, we have

pi�j� ¼ bij� ; if wij� �wi�j0 ;
ej� � ej0 þbi�j0 ; if wij� < wi�j0 :

�
(19)

Here, we ignore the encryption operations since we only
discuss the truthfulness. Moreover, bij� and bi�j0 are the
candidate alternative bids of bi�j� when we remove the
bid bi�j� , which satisfy Eqs. (16) and (17).

First, we assume that worker ui� claims a larger bid
b > pi�j� for task sj� . Then, if wij� �wi�j0 , we have
b > pi�j� ¼bij� . As a result, wi�j� ¼aðej� � bÞþb < aðej��
bij� Þþb¼wij� . According to the greedy winning bid selec-
tion strategy in Algorithm 1, bij� will be selected prior
to b. This means that bid b loses the auction. Otherwise,
if wij� < wi�j0 , we have b > pi�j� ¼ej� �ej0 þbi�j0 . Then,
wi�j� ¼aðej� � bÞþb < aðej0 � bi�j0 Þþb¼wi�j0 . This means
that bi�j0 will be selected prior to b. According to Eq. (14),
b cannot be selected after bi�j0 any more due to the con-
straint of detour distance budget. Therefore, bid b still
loses the auction.

Second, we assume that ui� claims a bid b�pi�j� for
task sj� . Like the first case, we have wi�j� �wij� if
wij� �wi�j0 or wi�j� �wi�j0 if wij� < wi�j0 . That is, wi�j� �
maxfwij� ; wi�j0 g. According to the greedy winning bid
selection strategy, b will be selected prior to bij� and bi�j0 .
Since bij� and bi�j0 are also prior to the remaining bids cor-
responding to ui� and sj� , b will be selected first and
becomes the winning bid.

Based on the two cases, we can conclude that pi�j� is
exactly the critical value. The lemma holds. tu

Theorem 4.3. The SRA protocol is truthful.

Proof. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 show that the winning bid selec-
tion of SRA ismonotonic and eachwinning bid is paidwith
a critical value. Thus, SRA is truthful according to [24]. tu

Theorem 4.4. The SRA protocol meets the condition of individ-
ual rationality.

Fig. 4. Illustration of SRA.
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Proof. We consider an arbitrary winning bid bi�j� . Like the
proof of Lemma 4.2, we can ignore the encryption opera-
tions to derive the payment of bid bi�j� from Eq. (18). As a
result, the payment pi�j� satisfies Eq. (19), in which bij�
and bi�j0 are the alternative bids of bi�j� . First, we consider
the case where wij� �wi�j0 . Since bi�j� is a winning bid, we
have wi�j� ¼aðej� � bi�j�Þþb�aðej� � bij�Þþb¼wij� . As a
result, bi�j� �bij� ¼pi�j� . Second, we consider the case
where wij� < wi�j0 . We also have wi�j� ¼aðej��
bi�j� Þþb�aðej0 � bi�j0 Þþb¼wi�j0 . Then, we can get bi�j� �
ej� �ej0 þbi�j0 ¼pi�j� . Thus, we have bi�j� �pi�j� for both
cases. Further, due to the truthfulness of the SRA proto-
col, we have bi�j� ¼ci�j� . Therefore, pi�j� �ci�j� . The theo-
rem holds. tu

4.2 The Approximation Performance Analysis

In SRA protocol, Algorithm 1 is used to select winning bids,
which can achieve an approximately optimal solution for
the task assignment problem. We analyze the approxima-
tion ratio as follows.

Theorem 4.5. Denote the optimal solution of task assignment as
~BF , the approximation ratio g of the solution ~B produced by the
SRA protocol satisfies:

g¼Fð~BF Þ
Fð~BÞ ��þ1; (20)

where �¼maxf didij jui2U; sj2Sig. Moreover, �þ1 is a tight
bound.

Proof. We prove the approximation ratio g��þ1 by using
the mathematical induction method. First, when jSj¼1, it
is straightforward for ~BF ¼ ~B and g¼1 < �þ1. Second,
we assume that g��þ1 holds when jSj�m and consider
the case where jSj¼mþ1. Without loss of generality, we
assume that e1� b11¼maxfej� bijjbij2Bg. Then, we have
w11¼aðe1� b11Þþb¼maxfwijjui2U; sj2Sg. According to
the greedy winning bid selection strategy in Algorithm 1,
b11 must belong to the winning bid set ~B. Now, we con-
sider the following two sub-cases:

In the first sub-case, b11 also belongs to the optimal
solution ~BF . Removing vertex s1 from the graph G, we
can get a subgraph G0 ¼fU;S0;D0; E½W0	g, where S0¼
S�fs1g, D0¼D�fd1gþfd01¼d1�d11g, and E½W0	¼E½W	�
fE½w11	g, as shown in Fig. 5b. After running the greedy

and optimal winning bid selection strategies on graph
G0, we can get the corresponding solutions. We denote
them as ~BjG0 and ~BF jG0 , respectively. Then, we have
Fð~BÞ¼Fð~BjG0 Þþðe1�b11Þ and Fð~BF Þ¼Fð~BF jG0 Þþðe1�
b11Þ. Note that jS0j�m. According to the assumption of
the induction, we can get Fð~BF jG0 Þ�ð�þ1ÞFð~BjG0 Þ. Thus,
we have:

g¼Fð~BF Þ
Fð~BÞ ¼

Fð~BF jG0 Þþðe1�b11Þ
Fð~BjG0 Þþðe1�b11Þ

� �þ1: (21)

In the second sub-case, b11 does not belong to the opti-
mal solution ~BF . Without loss of generality, we assume
that some other bids from worker u1 are selected in ~BF ,
denoted as a set ~Bð1ÞF ¼fb1jjb1j2 ~BFg, and task s1 is
assigned to another worker u2, i.e., b212 ~BF . Since
e1� b11¼maxfej� bijjbij2Bg, we have:

Fð~Bð1ÞF Þ ¼
X

b1j2~Bð1ÞF

ðej�b1jÞ��ðe1�b11Þ: (22)

Next, we construct two subgraphs of G: G0 ¼fU;
S0;D0; E½W0	g and G00 ¼fU;S00;D00; E½W00	g, where S0¼
S�fs1g, D0¼D�fd1gþfd01¼d1�d11g, E½W0	¼E½W	�
fE½w11	g, S00 ¼S�fs1g�fsjjb1j2 ~BFg, D00¼D�fd1; d2gþ
fd02¼d2�d21g, and E½W00	¼E½W	�fE½w11	; E½w21	g�
fE½w1j	jb1j2 ~Bð1ÞF g, as shown in Figs. 5b and 5c. Then, we
have:

Fð~BÞ ¼ Fð~BjG0 Þþðe1�b11Þ; (23)

Fð~BF Þ ¼ Fð~BF jG00 ÞþFð~Bð1ÞF Þþðe1�b21Þ: (24)

Note that G00 is also a subgraph of G0. Thus, we can get
Fð~BF jG00 Þ�Fð~BF jG0 Þ. Further, because jS0j�m. Accord-
ing to the assumption of the induction, we can get
Fð~BF jG0 Þ�ð�þ1ÞFð~BjG0 Þ. Therefore, we have:

Fð~BF jG00 Þ�ð�þ1ÞFð~BjG0 Þ: (25)

Now, according to Eqs. (22), (23), (24), and 25 and
e1� b11¼maxfej� bijjbij2Bg, we have:

g ¼ Fð~BF Þ
Fð~BÞ ¼

Fð~BF jG00 ÞþFð~Bð1ÞF Þþðe1�b21Þ
Fð~BjG0 Þþðe1�b11Þ

� ð�þ1ÞFð
~BjG0 Þþ�ðe1�b11Þþðe1�b21Þ
Fð~BjG0 Þþðe1�b11Þ

� �þ1:

(26)

In addition, we show that �þ1 is a tight bound
through an example. Consider a special case, where
U¼fu1; u2g, S¼fs1; s2; s3g, D¼fd1¼d; d2¼dg, d11¼d;
d12¼ d

2 ; d13¼ d
2 ; d21¼ d, e1¼e2 ¼e3¼e, and B¼fb11¼

b�; b12¼b; b13¼b; b21¼bg, where b� is a number smaller
than b but infinitely close to b, as shown in Fig. 5d. For

this example, we have �¼ d1
d12
¼2, ~BF ¼ fb12; b13; b21g, and

~B¼fb11g. Then, g¼ 3ðe�bÞ
e�b� is infinitely close to �þ1¼3.

Thus, �þ1 is a tight bound. The theorem holds. tu

Fig. 5. Illustration for the approximation ratio analysis.
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4.3 Efficiency

We analyze the computational efficiency of SRA as follows.

Theorem 4.6. The SRA protocol has a polynomial-time com-
putation complexity and a polynomial-time communication
overhead.

Proof. The computation overhead of SRA is dominated by
Steps 5 and 6. In Step 5, all encrypted edge weights in
E½W	 are decrypted and ranked. The corresponding over-
head is OðjWjÞ decryption operations and OðjWjlog jWjÞ
comparison operations, where jWj is the cardinal number
of set W. In Step 6, Algorithms 1 and 2 are conducted by
the platform to determine the winning bids and compute
critical payments. The computation overhead is domi-
nated by Step 6 of Algorithm 2, i.e., OðjWjj~BjÞ multiplica-
tion operations on ciphertexts. Since OðjBjÞ¼OðjWjÞ
and OðjBjÞ¼Oðj~BjÞ, the total computation overhead of
SRA is OðjBj2Þ multiplication operations on ciphertexts.
In addition, the communication overhead of SRA mainly
includes E½bij	; E½sij	 in Step 3, E½wij	 in Steps 4-5, and
E½p0ij	 in Step 6, which is OðjBjÞ ciphertexts of homomor-
phic encryption. Therefore, the theorem holds. tu

4.4 Security

Finally, we prove that the SRA protocol is secure against
any semi-honest adversaries.

Theorem 4.7. The SRA protocol can protect the bid values of
each worker from being revealed to any other semi-honest work-
ers, the platform, and the agent.

Proof. According to Definition 2.6, we construct three simu-
lators SP , SA, and SW for the platform, the agent, and an
arbitrary worker ui such that their views can be efficiently
simulated by the outputs of the simulators SP , SA, and
SW . That is to say, the outputs of the simulators and the
views are computational indistinguishable.

Denote the views of the platform, the agent, and
worker ui as VIEWP , VIEWA, and VIEWui . Then, accord-
ing to the SRA protocol, these views can be represented
as follows:

VIEWP ¼
�
a;b; E½bij	; E½sij	; E½wij	

�
; (27)

VIEWA ¼
�
D½
	; E½p0ij	; E½s	; E½wij	

�
; (28)

VIEWui ¼
�
sij; ri

�
; (29)

where D½
	 is the input of the agent, a;b are the internal
coin tosses of the platform, sij is the coin toss of worker
ui, and the others are the messages received by the three
parts during the execution of the SRA protocol. Here, we
ignore the public messages such as U , S, E½
	, dij, and di
for simplicity.

Simulator SP randomly selects two numbers a0, b0,
and three numbers b0ij, s

0
ij, w

0
ij from the prime field Zq for

each bij. By using the public homomorphic encryption
key, SP creates E½b0ij	, E½s0ij	, E½w0ij	, and then, SP outputs

ða0;b0; E½b0ij	; E½s0ij	; E½w0ij	Þ. Because both a;b and a0, b0

are the numbers randomly selected from Zq and all of

E½bij	, E½sij	, E½wij	, E½b0ij	, E½s0ij	, and E½w0ij	 are the

ciphertexts of the homomorphic encryption E½
	, the

outputs of simulator SP and VIEWP are computational
indistinguishable. Likewise, simulator SA randomly

selects the numbers p00ij, s
0, w0ij from the prime field Zq

and outputs (D½
	, E½p00ij	, E½s0	, E½w0ij	) by using the input

D½
	 and homomorphic encryption operations. As a

result, the outputs of simulator SA and VIEWA are also

computational indistinguishable. In addition, simulator

SW also randomly selects the numbers s0ij from the

prime field Zq and directly outputs (s0ij, ri), where ri is
the output of the SRA protocol. Since both sij and s0ij are
randomly selected from Zq, the outputs of simulator SW

and VIEWui are also computational indistinguishable.

Thus, the theorem holds. tu

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Algorithms in Comparison

Since the task assignment of spatial crowdsourcing is gener-
ally an NP-Hard problem, most of existing works adopt
greedy selection strategies to assign tasks, such as the algo-
rithms in [17], [25]. However, the spatial crowdsourcing
models and problems in these works are different from
ours. The existing algorithms cannot be used for compari-
son directly. In order to evaluate the task assignment perfor-
mance of SRA, we tailor the basic idea in these algorithms
for our model and carefully design two task assignment
algorithms for comparison: the task assignment algorithm
based on Social welfare per Detour distance (SD), and the
Spatial-First task assignment (SF) algorithm.

Like the SRA protocol, the two algorithms are also con-
ducted on the weighted bipartite graph G, where the detour
distances of each worker for performing tasks are consid-
ered. For each round of task assignment, SD greedily selects
the bid that has the largest profit per detour distance, i.e.,

maxfei�bijdij
jui2U; sj2Sg, within the constraints of detour

distance budgets. In contrast, the SF algorithm treats the
detour distance as a kind of cost and greedily selects the bid
with the smallest detour distance in each round of task
assignment.

5.2 Simulation Parameters and Settings

We adopt a widely-used real world dataset in [26] to con-
duct the simulations. The dataset contains approximately
320 mobility traces of taxi cabs collected over 30 days in
Rome, Italy. Each trace is represented by a sequence of GPS
coordinates with time labels, which are collected about
every 7 seconds. From these records, we directly extract the
original travel path of each taxi cab in each day to form a
travel map. In our simulations, we first randomly select 10
days of the mobility traces. Then, we see each taxi cab in the
traces on different days as different candidate mobile work-
ers. Particularly, a taxi cab with 10 days of mobility traces
is seen as 10 mobile workers with the corresponding mobil-
ity traces. Finally, we randomly select a group of taxi cabs
from the original dataset to form the worker set U . The num-
ber of workers jUj is set as 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000,
respectively.

Since there are no tasks in this dataset, we randomly
deploy a number of tasks, each of which can be performed
by as least two workers. First, we divide the time into
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equal-length time intervals. Each time interval is equal to a
reverse auction cycle and is set as one hour. Then, we derive
the length of the travel path of each worker ui in each auc-
tion cycle, denoted by kLik. The average path length of all
workers is denoted as kLk. Next, we denote the average
detour distance budget of all workers in U as d. Moreover,
we let d

kLk¼ 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, and call it the ratio of
average detour distance budget. For each worker ui , we let di
be randomly selected from ½d2 ; 3d2 	. After that, we define
another simulation parameter, i.e., the ratio of average detour
distance, and denote it by d

d
, where d

d
is set as 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,

and 0.5, respectively. Finally, we randomly produce all
tasks in S, where the number of tasks jSj is set as 1000, 1500,
2000, 2500, and 3000, respectively. Here, if the detour dis-
tance of a worker ui performing a task sj satisfies dij <

did
d
,

we say that the task sj is covered by the worker ui. When a
randomly produced task is covered by less than two work-
ers, we will reproduce the task.

In addition, we set the range of task reward ½emin; emax	 as [10,
30], [30, 50], [50, 70], [70, 90], and [90, 110], respectively. The
reward of each task is randomly selected from these ranges.
Each bid bij is randomly selected from the range of workers’
bids ½bmin; bmax	, which is set as [1, 50], [1, 100], [1, 150], [1,
200], and [1, 250], respectively. The units of rewards, bids,

costs, and payments are all assumed to be dollar. Moreover,
all simulation parameters are listed in Table 2, where default
values are in bold fonts. Each simulation is conducted 1,000
times. The average social welfare value and the average run-
ning time are recorded for comparison.

5.3 Evaluation on Social Welfare

We evaluate the effects of the number of workers jUj and the
number of tasks jSj on the social welfare. The results are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

First, we can find that our SRA protocol achieves the hig-
hest social welfare, while the SF algorithm obtains the small-
est social welfare. This is because SF only takes the distance
between the workers and tasks into consideration, which lea-
ds to a higher probability of selecting the workers with large
bids. SRA outperforms SD due to the following reasons. The
SRA protocol directly chooses the bids who can bring the
highest social welfare, while the SD algorithm prefers the
bids with large social welfare per detour distance. The latter
outperforms the former only in some special cases where
there are many such bids that the incurred profits are very
large but the profits per detour distance are small. However,
the bids, rewards, and detour distances are randomly pro-
duced, and each simulation is conducted 1,000 times. The
probability that the above-mentioned special cases appear is
very low. Thus, as an average result of 1,000 times of simula-
tions, SRA outperforms SD significantly.

Second, when the number of workers is increased from
1000 to 3000, the social welfare of SRA increases slightly but
steadily, as shown in Figs. 6a, 6b, 6c, and 6d. This is because
when we keep the tasks unchanged and let more candidate
workers emerge, there are also more bids with higher social
welfare, leading to a better selection than before. In contrast,
the social welfare values of SD and SF change irregularly.
For the SD algorithm, the increasing workers will not result
in the increase of the probability of the above-mentioned
special cases. In some cases, the probability might decrease.
Thus, the social welfare value of SD changes irregularly. As

TABLE 2
Evaluation Settings

Parameter name Values

number of workers jUj 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000
number of tasks jSj 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000
ratio of average detour
distance budget d

kLk
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5

ratio of average detour
distance d

d

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5

range of bids [1,50],[1,100],[1,150],[1,200],[1,250]
range of reward [10,30],[30,50],[50,70],[70,90],

[90,110]

Fig. 6. Social welfare versus the number of workers jUj.

Fig. 7. Social welfare versus the number of tasks jSj.
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for SF , increasing the number of workers does not affect the
social welfare monotonically, since SF only focuses on the
bids with small detour distances.

Third, whenwe increase the number of tasks jSj from 1000
to 3000, SRA, SD, and SF all produce increasing social welfare
values, as shown in Figs. 7a, 7b, 7c, and 7d. This is because
there are more selections for each worker along with the
increase of the number of tasks. Consequently, SRA and SD
can select the tasks with larger social welfare values for each
worker. Likewise, SF can select the tasks with shorter detour
distance for each worker, so that more tasks can be accom-
plished and higher social welfare can be achieved.

5.4 Evaluation on Detour Distance

In order to evaluate the effect of the detour distance on
social welfare, we report the simulation results of social wel-
fare with different ratios of average detour distance budget
d
kLk and different ratios of average detour distance d

d
, as

shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively.
From Fig. 8, we can find that when ratio d

kLk increases,
larger social welfare values are achieved by SRA, SD and
SF. The reason is that the detour distance budget of each
worker will increase along with d

kLk, which will not only

bring more tasks to the unsaturated workers, but also
increase the number of available workers for some tasks.

Therefore, the fact that more tasks may be assigned and bet-
ter workers may be selected increases the social welfare val-
ues. Additionally, owing to the fixed number of tasks, the
growth rate of the social welfare values is getting slower.

In Fig. 9, when ratio d
d
increases from 0.1 to 0.5, the trend

of social welfare of SRA is similar to the results caused by
increasing d

kLk. The reason is that, with the increasing d
d
, the

number of tasks covered by each worker is also no less than
before. This means that more tasks may be performed and
more workers with lower bids may be selected, so higher
social welfare will be obtained.

5.5 Evaluation on Workers’ Bids and Task Rewards

Weevaluate the effect of the range ofworkers’ bids ½bmin; bmax	
on social welfare by changing the range of task rewards from
[10,30] to [70,90] and setting other parameters to their default
values, as shown in Figs. 10a, 10b, 10c, and 10d. When we
change the range ½bmin; bmax	 from [1,50] to [1,200], there are
more and more workers with higher bids according to the
random distribution of workers’ bids. Therefore, SRA, SD
and SF have to select more workers with higher bids as the
winners, which leads to smaller social welfare values. More-
over, compared to SD and SF, SRA has a relatively larger
decrease on the social welfare values. This is because the
social welfare performance of SRA is more sensitive than
those of SD and SF on the average bid value.

Fig. 9. Social welfare versus the ratio of average detour distance d
d
.

Fig. 8. Social welfare versus the ratio of average detour distance budget d
kLk.

Fig. 10. Social welfare versus the range of workers’ bids ½bmin; bmax	.
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Fig. 11 reports the social welfare values obtained by SRA,
SD and SF with different task rewards ½emin; emax	. Similar to
the change of bids, the rewards of all tasks increase when
we change the task reward ranges from [10,30] to [70,90].
Consequently, large social welfare values are achieved, as
shown in Figs. 11a, 11b, 11c, and 11d. Additionally, when
we fix the task reward range and increase the range of
workers’ bids, the social welfare values of the three
approaches all decrease, which coincides with the previous
results about the effect of workers’ bids.

5.6 Evaluation on Truthfulness & Individual
Rationality

To verify the truthfulness of SRA, we randomly choose a
worker and allow it to claim some bid values different from
its real cost. The results are shown in Fig. 12a, where the criti-
cal payment is $17. When the claimed bid value is not larger
than the critical payment $17, the payment and payoff remain
unchanged, which are $17 and $17-11=6, respectively. Other-
wise, if the claimed bid value exceeds the critical payment,
the corresponding payoff and payment become zero. This
means that the worker cannot improve its payoff by claiming
a false cost. Thus, the SRA protocol is truthful. To verify the
individual rationality, we randomly select a number of win-
ning bids and depict them in Fig. 12b according to the corre-
sponding real cost and payment values. The results show that
each payment is higher than the corresponding cost, which
means that SRA has the property of individual rationality.

5.7 Evaluation on Efficiency

We run SRA in a desktop with 3.2 GHZ CPU and 4 GB
RAM. The number of workers changes from 500 to 1000 and
the number of tasks changes from 50 to 500, while all other
parameters are set as default values. As shown in Fig. 13,
the running time of SRA increases slowly when the number
of workers and tasks increase. Furthermore, when the num-
ber of workers and tasks are 1000 and 500, respectively, the
running time is less than 150s. Hence, SRA can work effi-
ciently in real applications.

6 RELATED WORK

Crowdsourcing utilizes the capabilities of crowd to deal with
computer-hard tasks. It is challenging as different workers
may need different times and costs to do the same task, and
their answers may have different qualities. Therefore, a large
number of work on crowdsourcing has been reported
recently, trying to achieve high quality answers in a cost-
effective and efficient way [27], [28], [29], or infer the truth
based on workers’ answers [30], [31], [32]. In this section, we
review related studies on a special kind of crowdsourcing,
namely spatial crowdsourcing, from three aspects: task
assignment, incentivemechanism, and privacy protection.

In [6], Kazemi and Shahabi propose several heuristics to
maximize the number of assigned tasks in a given time
interval while meeting the constraints specified by workers.
Deng et al. [5] devise both exact and approximation algo-
rithms to find a schedule for a worker such that the number
of performed tasks by the worker is maximized. Spatial-
temporal diversity and reliability are taken into account in
the course of task assignment. [7] shows task assignment
with these constraints is NP-hard and proposes several app-
roximation algorithms. In [8], efficient methods are desi-
gned to assign workers to complex tasks that require more
than one skill. In practice, tasks often arrives dynamically.
This kind of online scenarios is more challenging and has
been addressed in [33], [34], [35] where efficient algorithms
with provable competitive ratio are proposed. Song et al.
in [25] extend conventional task assignment from two
objects matching problem to trichromatic matching prob-
lem. In [36], spatial distribution of workers and tasks are
taken into account when maximizing a global assignment
quality score. [37] tackles the problem of assigning tasks to
workers such that mutual benefit are maximized. Our work
differs from the above studies in that we take into account
both competition and security requirements.

In order to stimulate workers to compete for tasks
with low costs so that the overall profit of crowdsourcing

Fig. 11. Social welfare versus the range of tasks’ rewards ½emin; emax	.

Fig. 12. Truthfulness and individual rationality of SRA. Fig. 13. Running time versus the numbers of users and tasks.
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systems could be improved, many incentive mechanisms,
such as auction-based task assignment strategies, have been
reported in recent research efforts. In [12], data quality is
introduced into the design of incentive mechanism, in par-
ticular, the payments given to workers depend on how well
they perform tasks. In [13], the authors propose a double
auction interaction process among service users and service
providers in dynamic mobile crowdsourcing systems. A
special task assignment problem, binary labeling, is studied
in [14] and a reverse auction mechanism is proposed to
maximize the platform’s utility. [38] proposes a match-
based approach to solve the dynamic pricing problem in
spatial crowdsourcing. Though competitiveness of workers
are considered in these achievements, none of them can pro-
tect the private information of workers during auction, fail-
ing to meet the security requirement in crowdsourcing.

During crowdsourcing workers are required to report
their data to the untrusted crowdsourcing systems. Some
kinds of data, such as locations and bids, are sensitive infor-
mation and should be kept secret. It is therefore important
to achieve privacy-preserving during crowdsourcing. In
[17], a trusted party collects workers’ locations and con-
structs a private spatial decompositions (PSD) according to
differential privacy. The PSD is then given to crowdsourc-
ing systems which can assign tasks effectively based on
some well-designed strategies. This idea is extended to
online scenario where multiple PSDs are generated for
dynamic workers [18]. To improve the effectiveness of task
assignment, workers’ velocities are also considered in [19]
so that tasks can be assigned by travel time other than travel
distance. In [39], the authors adopt secret sharing to design
a privacy-preserving user recruitment protocol for spatial
crowdsourcing. Though security issue has been addressed
in these studies, competition among workers is still ignored.
By overcoming this weakness, our work can effectively
improve workers’ enthusiasm to perform crowdsourcing
tasks and the overall utility of crowdsourcing systems.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied secure task assignment prob-
lem in the competitive detour tasking scenario where each
worker can make multiple detours from its original path to
perform some spatial tasks. We have formalized this prob-
lem as an n-to-one weighted bipartite graph matching prob-
lems with multiple 0-1 knapsack constraints, and we have
proposed a protocol named SRA to solve this task assign-
ment problem. We have analyzed its approximation perfor-
mance and proved that SRA not only has the properties of
truthfulness, individual rationality, computation and com-
munication efficiency, but also can protect the private infor-
mation of workers from being revealed to others. Extensive
simulations have been carried out on a real trace to show
the performance of our protocol.
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